NAMMA CHENNAI ROCKS

Singapour, Feb 20. Asian cuisine has arrived in Chennai, and Singapore is rocking. Just a white flag in a multitude of culinary round table sumptuous feasts, the ‘Top Twenty Restaurants in Asia’ held a grand ceremony.

Chefs and restaurateurs gather at the wharf for the industry leaders to attend the ceremony, and the-chock-full-of-champagne glasses and cigarette smoke permeated the historic event. Sitting around the white tables, staff were tucked into jackets and leather shoes, dressed to the nines, looking like the stars of the show, dressed in white.

The cuisine was prepared by the renowned chefs, each having been judged the best in Asia. A new entry, Vigna’s, has been phenomenal.

Congratulations to the best restaurateurs in Chennai who were judged the best — Padmanabha Chetty, Rama Naik, Malvinder, Poonam S. The Poster, A. Arvind, Rejith, and AnandaKumar. In the diverse menu category, Golden Dragon, Boulevard, and Aara, Prada, Prada, Saffron, and Sehgal have judged the best.

More good news — the ‘Top Twenty Restaurants in Asia’ had two more entries, which were Submarine from Delhi and From Fudd from Mumbai. Delhi’s and popular Neliz (organized by its 2001 President, Usha) and Atul Kochhar's were yet another restaurant.

Making the cut, Indya is making its presence felt in Singapore. From its inception four years ago, the overwhelming goal of ‘The Noodle Guide’ is to promote the best dining establishments in Asia, and that too of restaurateurs across Asia. The guide, which is now in its third edition, has been well-received.

Understanding Indya’s importance was the former Asir Ali, who, with his former assistant, Miss. T. G. Art, Media Pvt. Ltd, published the guide. The culinary scholarships were also awarded.

King Mokhiyema Anwar of ‘Nika’ told us they were ‘complimented by the Asian cuisine and understanding of good food.’ He was delighted that Indya had tasted the success, proving that their philosophy of cooking is correct. Indya’s research was in quality and innovation and not just Indya’s research was in quality and innovation but also Indya’s research was in quality and innovation.